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Questions:

• How do shared meanings arise in a community?


• How do words compose to form new meanings?



Where do meanings come 
from?



What are meanings like?
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Distributional Semantics

Words are represented as vectors
Entries of the vector are related to how often the target word
co-occurs with the context word
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How do speakers, meanings, 
and the world interact?

10 L. Steels and M. Loetzsch

would have to be used (as in the examples shown in a later chapter by Spranger,
2012).

Figure 5. Experimental setup for the Grounded Naming Game. The bottom middle
picture shows two robots, with the one acting as hearer pointing to the object that
it interpreted to be the referent. The left and right bottom picture shows one of the
camera images of the left and right robot. The top left and right pictures shows the
world models built up by each robot respectively. The square show what is in the
robot’s view and the corner shows the camera position.

Robots walk around freely in this environment and thus see the situation from
many different viewpoints and hence under different light conditions. This raises
already the problem that the same object will inevitably have a different visual ap-
pearance for the speaker and the hearer. The robots have to build up and maintain
in real time a world model which segments and detects the possible features of each
object in the context. They also need to detect the position of each object with re-
spect to themselves and the other robot so that pointing gestures can be interpreted.
New objects can be added or removed at any time by the experimenter and ob-
jects move and appear in different positions. The agents do not know in advance

Steels, L. (2016). Agent-based models for the emergence and evolution of grammar. Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences, 371(1701), 20150447.



Fuzzy concepts and more 
than one agent

threshold variable e which all of the thresholds are pro-
portional to, i.e. that ei = kie for some positive con-
stant ki. The case for this is strongest when the labels
all refer to the same characteristic, such as for example
colour. For this kind of restricted domain of discourse
we might argue that up to rescaling there is a single
interpretation of closeness, as captured by the underly-
ing variable e, according to which an element is or is
not sufficiently close to the prototype of a label for that
label to be applied as a description. See Lawry & Tang
(2009) for a more detailed discussion of this issue.
Based on this assumption we can use the following sim-
ple algorithm to determine the probabilities for the dif-
ferent possible assertion sets ASx (Lawry & Tang,
2009): let the labels be ordered according to increasing
membership so that mL1

(x) ! mL2
(x) . . . ! mLn

(x). Then
the only possibilities are that ASx = {L1,.,
Li,:Li+1,.,:Ln} for some i = 1,.,n. Furthermore,
in each case the probability is

P(ASx = fL1, . . . , Li,:Li+ 1, . . . ,:Ln g)
=mLi

(x)" mLi+ 1
(x)

So for our previous example, assuming that
mL1

(x) ! "mL2
(x) ! mL3

(x) ! mL4
(x), then

P(ASx = fL1, L2,:L3,:L4g)=mL2
(x)" mL3

(x)

We now assume that for every element x, each agent
believes that there is a most appropriate assertion to
make describing x. Let this be denoted by Ax. The
above method can now be combined with standard
Bayesian reasoning in order to determine a probability
distribution on Ax taking account of the agent’s

interpretation I of the labels. Initially we assume a prior
distribution on Ax given by

P(Ax = Li)=
q

n
and P(Ax =:Li)=

1" q

n

for i= 1, . . . , n

Here the parameter q quantifies the agent’s prior
propensity to choose either positive or negative asser-
tions. Otherwise all labels are a priori equally probable,
as are all negated labels. Based on this prior we can
now define a posterior distribution on assertions, con-
ditional on the agent’s interpretation of the labels. If
the set of all possible assertions to describe x, ASx, was
know with certainty then this posterior distribution
would simply be given by

P(AxjASx)=
P(Ax)

P(ASx)
: Ax 2 ASx

0 : otherwise

8
<

:

where P(Ax) and P(ASx) are determined from the prior
distribution. However, as discussed above ASx is uncer-
tain and we take this into account by applying the law
of total probability so that

PI (Ax)=
X

ASx

P(AxjASx)P(ASx)

In practice we make a minor adaptation to this
assertion model in that we only allow the assertion of
negated labels where the label itself has non-zero mem-
bership value. Whilst, formally, negations of labels with
zero membership constitute valid assertions, prelimi-
nary investigations suggested that making such asser-
tions tends to skew the updating process and reduce the
level of convergence towards a shared interpretation
between agents. Furthermore, these assertions would
seem to lack relevance in the context of a language
game in which the speaker is attempting to describe x
so as to convey information about her interpretation of
LA to the listener. For example, consider a colour space
described by a standard set of colour labels. Suppose
that the speaker has some non-zero belief less than one
that a colour x can be described as red, but she is cer-
tain that all other labels are inappropriate, i.e. 0 \
mred(x) \ 1 and mLi

(x)= 0 for Li 6¼ red. In this case,
despite the fact that 1 = m:black(x) . m:red(x) we
argue that in a language game the assertion ‘‘x is not
red’’ is more informative than the assertion ‘‘x is not
black’’. Underlying this intuition is the fact that x is a
borderline case of red, since both mred(x) . 0 and
m:red(x) . 0, but it is not a borderline case of any other
colour. The implicit assumption then is that it is partic-
ularly with regard to borderline cases that agents tend
to differ in their interpretation of labels, and hence
focusing assertions on such cases will tend to result in

Figure 5. An example of prototypes and thresholds for
L1 ,.,L4 where the set of possible assertion to describe x is
ASx = {L1 ,L2,:L3 ,:L4 }.
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that the description of element x by negated label :Li

corresponds to the assertion that ‘‘x is not Li’’ or alter-
natively that ‘‘x cannot be described as Li’’.

As outlined above we will interpret the meaning of
labels by using the neighbourhood prototype model. In
this way each label Li is defined by a prototypical ele-
ment of O denoted pi, and a distance threshold ei ! 0.
The intuitive idea is that an element x of O can be
described using label Li if and only if it is close to the
prototype pi. Closeness is then modelled by the require-
ment that the distance between x and pi is less than or
equal to the threshold ei i.e. d(x, pi) " ei. In order to
capture the vagueness associated with natural language
terms we assume that the thresholds ei are random vari-
ables each with an associated density function denoted
by fi (see Figure 2). From this perspective the meaning
of Li is represented by an uncertain neighbourhood of
the prototype pi and hence forms a random set of the
space O (Nguyen, 2008; Matheron, 1975). This
approach naturally allows us to define membership
functions for each label where mLi

(x) quantifies the
extent to which element x satisfies or can be described
by the label Li. In contrast to fuzzy set theory (Zadeh,
1965), in the neighbourhood model membership has an
entirely probabilistic interpretation according to which
mLi

(x) is the probability that x is close to prototype pi.
More formally, if Fi is the cumulative distribution func-
tion of fi, and CFi = 1 2 Fi is the complementary
cumulative distribution function, then

mLi
(x)=P(d(x, pi) " ei)= 1# Fi(d(x, pi))=CFi(d(x, pi))

Similarly, according to the neighbourhood model
the negated label :Li can be used to describe element
x, provided that x is not close to pi, i.e. d(x, pi) . ei.
Consequently the membership of :Li is given by

m:Li
(x)=P(d(x, pi).ei)=Fi(d(x, pi))

= 1# CFi(d(x, pi))= 1# mLi
(x)

Example 1. Let O=Rk and d be the standard Euclidean
distance given by d(x, y) = ||x 2 y||. Suppose that fi is
the uniform distribution on the interval [0, bi] for some bi
. 0 so that

fi(e)=
1
bi

: 0 " e " bi

0 : otherwise

!
and CFi(d)=

bi#d
bi

: 0 " x " bi

0 : otherwise

!

Hence, the membership functions of Li and :Li are
given by

mLi
(x)=CFi( x# pik k)=

bi#jjx#pijj
bi

: jjx# pijj " bi

0 : otherwise

!

ð1Þ

and

m:Li
(x)= 1# mLi

(x)=
jjx#pijj

bi
: jjx# pijj " bi

1 : otherwise

!
ð2Þ

Figure 3 illustrates the simple case in which the concep-
tual space is the real numbers, the prototype pi is 10 and
fi is the uniform distribution between 0 and 5, i.e. where
bi = 5.

So for the neighbourhood model we can think of an
agent’s interpretation of the labels LA as being charac-
terised in a certain metric space O with distance d, by
the prototypes pi and threshold random variables ei
together with their associated density functions fi for
each of the different labels Li. These interpretations are
not static but instead are regularly updated as a result
of communication between agents. We make the fol-
lowing definition to be used in the sequel.

Definition 2 (Interpretation). An interpretation of the
label set LA is a tuple I =(O, d,~p,~e), where O is a con-
ceptual space and d is the associated metric,
~p =(p1, . . . , pn) is the vector of prototypes, and
~e=(e1, . . . , en) is the vector of threshold random vari-
ables where ei has the density function fi for i = 1,., n.

In the sequel, when I is dynamic and in particular
when we describe rules for updating an interpretation,
we will use the notation mI

Li
(x) to denote the member-

ship function of Li in interpretation I. In the case that I
is fixed we will drop the superscript and simply write
mLi

(x).

4 Concept evolution in a language game

4.1 The language game model

We consider a population of N agents, each of
whom has defined a set of basic labels in a conceptual
space O modelled using the prototype neighbourhood

Figure 2. A neighbourhood model of the concept label Li

within the conceptual space !.
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representation as described in Section 3.3. We take
O = [0, 1]3,3 and d to be the Euclidean norm. Each
agent has an associated weight w 2 [0, 1] quantifying
the level of importance other agents give to their asser-
tions.4 The simulations progress in discrete time steps,
and at each time step every agent interacts with another
in a pairwise manner as part of a language game, where
one agent plays the role of a speaker and the other a
listener. This results in N=2 interactions at each time
step. As in Example 1 we will assume that for each
label Li the threshold ei is distributed according to a
uniform distribution on the interval [0, b i] for some
positive real value b i.

For each interaction both agents are presented with
an element x from the conceptual space O. The speaker
then asserts ‘‘x is u’’ to the listener where u is either Li or
:Li for some label Li in LA, as chosen according to the
assertion algorithm described in the next section and
based on their current interpretation I. The listener then
calculates the membership mu(x) according to their inter-
pretation of LA at the given time step. In the case that
mu(x) ! w, where w is the speaker’s weighting, then the
listener takes no action, since they already believe the rel-
evant assertion at least to the level of the weight of the
speaking agent. On the other hand, if the membership
mu(x) \ w, then they update their interpretation of the
labels so that the inequality mu(x) ! w does hold. We
assume that for the guessing game agents form a fully
connected network in which all pairwise interactions are
equally possible. Then at each time step we uniformly
randomise the set of agents so that half are speaking
agents and half are listening agents5 (see Figure 4).

4.2 The assertion model

For a given element x in the space O, an agent has avail-
able as possible assertions any label Li which is close to

p i and any negated label :Li which is not close to p i.
However, given the uncertainty associated with the dis-
tance thresholds ei there is naturally uncertainty as to
what constitutes this set of assertable descriptions of x.
Let the set of assertable labels and negated labels for x
be denoted by

ASx = fLi : d(x, p i) " eig [ f:Li : d(x, p i).eig

So, for example, if LA = {L1, L2 , L3, L4}, then the
probability that the set of possible assertion is
ASx = {L1,L2 ,:L3:L4} is the joint probability that e1
! d (x, p 1), e2 ! d (x, p 2 ), e3 \ d (x, p 3) and e4 \ d (x, p 4)
(see Figure 5). To determine this probability requires
knowledge of the relationship between the different
threshold random variables, and in the worst case a full
joint density on e1,.,e4. In this paper we make an
assumption of strong dependence between the thresh-
olds which allows us to determine the required prob-
abilities directly from the membership values for x. In
particular, we assume that there is a single underlying

Figure 3. For the space !=R and label Li with prototype pi = 10 and fi corresponding to the uniform distribution on the interval
[0, 5]. (a) The density function fi. (b) The complementary cumulative distribution function CFi. (c) The resulting membership function
µLi

(x).

Figure 4. A graphical representation of a pairwise language
game interaction in which w is the weight associated with the
speaking agent.
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Regarding the results for q2 [0, 1] very similar beha-
viour was observed for the range q2 [0, 0.5], and also
for q2 [0.6, 1], with a transition occurring between
these intervals. To test for observable transitions in the
behaviour of the system we took our averaged results
and plotted the value observed for APDI and ALO at
the end of each simulation against the assertion prior q
used in the simulations. The results for the range q
2 [0.5, 0.6] are shown in Figure 8.

6.2 Communication games

In the previous section we have postulated that APDI
and ALO are good indicators of the communicative
efficacy of the category labels LA. However, we have
yet to investigate this claim directly. In this context
communicative success requires that agents agree on

the choice of assertions describing the elements of O.
Here we propose a form of communication game, in
order to quantify how consistently a set of categories
can be used between agents, as follows:

At each time step, once the pairwise guessing game
has taken place, we assign each agent a different part-
ner at random from the population. Each pair of agents
are presented with 10 elements selected uniformly
from O. Both agents then select the label with maximal
appropriateness measure according to their respective
category models, for each of the 10 elements. The pro-
portion of elements for which the agents agree on
the most appropriate label, then provides a measure
of communication success for this pair of agents. We
then take the average of this measure over all agent
pairs to give a measure of population communication
success.

q

(a)
q

(b)

Figure 8. (a) APDI at time step 10,000 for simulations using assertion priors where q ∈ [0.5, 0.6]. (b) ALO at time step 10,000 for
simulations using assertion priors where q ∈ [0.5, 0.6].

Figure 7. (a) APDI against time for simulations using priors where q = 0 and q = 1. (b) ALO against time for simulations using
priors where q = 0 and q = 1.
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Investigations of simulation performance in terms of
population communication success against time showed
an increase in value for all assertion priors tested. For
q = 0, where negated assertions are primarily used, we
see a very small increase in population communication
success as shown in Figure 9(a).8 Simulations using val-
ues of q . 0.5 result in much larger increases in popula-
tion communication success. As with APDI and ALO,
by considering the value for population communication
success at the end of simulations, it is easier to see
which values of q converge to the highest values of pop-
ulation communication success. Figure 9(b) shows these
results for assertion priors in the range q 2 [0.5, 0.6].
The assertion prior q = 0.545 clearly gives the highest
value for population communication success at time
step 10,000. If we consider the plot of population com-
munication success against time shown in Figure 9(a)
we see that the result for this optimal assertion prior
(q = 0.545) and the prior of q = 1 are clearly distin-
guishable. This suggests that a mixed assertion model
incorporating both positive and negative assertions
gives the best performance in terms of population com-
munications success. From Figure 8 we see that setting
q = 0.545 results in good category convergence across
the population (i.e. a low APDI value), whilst maintain-
ing some discrimination between categories (i.e. a non-
maximal ALO value). Such a trade-off may provide
some explanation for the relative efficacy of a mixed
assertion model, over a model which only allows for the
positive assertion of category labels.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a new framework for category lan-
guage games, in which categories are represented in a
conceptual space according to a random set and proto-
type theory model. More specifically, categories are

defined by a prototype and a boundary determined by
an uncertain distance threshold to a prototype. We
have argued that this provides a flexible and expressive
model of categories, and by explicitly representing
semantic uncertainty agents are better equipped to
make good decisions about how to describe the world.
Using the neighbourhood conceptual model we have
introduced algorithms for generating assertions, and
for category updating. Updating algorithms involve a
mixture of updates to both the prototypes and bound-
ary threshold distributions. In this context we have
identified updating rules which result in the minimal
change to the listener agents’ interpretation which is
required in order to satisfy a natural constraint imposed
by the assertion and weight of the speaking agent. Here
the difference between interpretations is quantified
using the Hausdorff metric to measure the difference
between neighbourhoods in the conceptual space.

In order to analyse the behaviour of the multi-agent
system, we have introduced metrics to measure overall
convergence between interpretations (APDI) and the
average label overlap between labels within an interpre-
tation (ALO). Empirical results as obtained from
applying these metrics in simulations of multi-agent
systems where agents play the category language game
have been presented. Results suggest that APDI con-
verges to the lowest value when a mixed updating rule
is applied, updating both the prototypes and the cate-
gory boundaries. Considered together with the results
for ALO, we may conclude that, for our particular
experimental set-up, the optimal convergence in agent
categories is obtained when the categories are not maxi-
mally overlapping.

This conjecture has then been investigated more
directly through a type of communication game provid-
ing a method for measuring communication success
independently of both the learning algorithms and the

Time

q = 0

q =1

q =0 .545

(a)
q

(b)

Figure 9. (a) The population communication success against time for simulations where q = 0, q = 0.545, and q = 1. (b) The value
for population communication success at time step 10,000 for simulations for priors where q ∈ [0.5, 0.6].
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Figure: ‘Very Li ’ has prototype Pi and threshold v"i  "i . ‘Quite Li ’ has
prototype Pi and threshold q"i � "i . Li is appropriate to describe a, but
vLi is not. And although Li is not appropriate to describe b, qLi is.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of property–concept combination.

Example 12 (Property–concept combination). Suppose R E D = L1, C AR = L2 ∧ L3 ∧ L4, where C AR =< (1, 1), H λ⃗C
, U (0, 1) >

with λ⃗C = (0.33, 0.33, 0.33) so that µC (Y⃗ ) = 0.33µL2 (Y2) + 0.33µL3 (Y3) + 0.33µL4 (Y4). We may combine θ = R E D ∧ C AR
in the space {0, 1}2 with prototype (1, 1), weight vector λ = (0.5, 0.5) and boundary distribution δ = U (0, 1). Then

µθ (Y⃗ ) = 0.5µR E D(Y⃗ ) + 0.5µC AR(Y⃗ )

= 0.5µL1(Y1) + 0.5(0.33µL2(Y2)) + 0.33µL3(Y3) + 0.33µL3(Y4))

= 0.5µL1(Y1) + 0.167µL2(Y2)) + 0.167µL3(Y3) + 0.167µL3(Y4)

Two objections might be made to this approach. Firstly, the combination could be of the form ‘apple green’, where the 
resulting concept should be a colour, rather than an apple. The combination mechanism given in the example would return 
a green apple, rather than a colour. Secondly, as described here, this approach does not take into account cases like ‘red 
wine’, where the meaning of ‘red’ has been changed by the concept it is attached to. To answer the first objection, note 
that the resulting concept from a combination like ‘apple green’, or ‘green apple’ is indicated by the part of speech that 
each word belongs to. In English, this is indicated by word order, so we know that in the first case the resulting concept 
should be a colour, and in the second case the resulting concept should be a fruit. In the combination of properties and 
concepts, the resulting concept will be the original concept modified in the specific domain to which the property applies. 
So, in the case of ‘green apple’, the resulting concept is an apple in which the colour domain has been modified. In the case 
of ‘apple green’, we would choose just the domains from ‘apple’ that are relevant to the domains of ‘green’, i.e. colour, and 
form the combination ‘apple green’ using the approach outlined in Example 12. This approach is similar to that outlined by 
Gärdenfors [19].

In the second objection, the property ‘red’ in the combination ‘red wine’ refers to a particular set of shades of red 
which are not at all prototypical. Gärdenfors [19] has again addressed this, using the idea of contrast classes, which map 
the whole domain onto a subset of the domain determined by the that class. So in the case of wine, there is a range of 
distinctive shades of wine. When the whole colour domain is mapped down to this range, the places that the ‘red’ and the 
‘white’ labels inhabited in the original labelling should now map onto the ‘red’ and the ‘white’ areas in the range of wine 
colours. Our approach is slightly different. As explained in the first objection, the concept ‘wine red’ can be obtained by 
forming a combination of ‘wine coloured’ and ‘red’. The ‘red’ in ‘red wine’ is then understood to be an instance of ‘wine 
red’, rather than every day ‘red’. Although this argument might appear to be circular, we argue that it is not, since the first 
time someone encounters the concept ‘red wine’, a mistake could be made about what colour the drink would be. Only 
after learning that the label ‘red’ in ‘red wine’ refers to the darkest colour of wine can they use it properly. This can be 
seen as an instance where the meaning of the term red, when applied to wine, is determined by convention rather than a 
systematic combination.

Furthermore, although when introducing this framework we have made a distinction between properties and concepts, 
this distinction is not really important in actually carrying out a combination. Increasingly complex concepts can be created 
and combined with other complex concepts or alternatively with simple properties utilising a single domain. The novelty of 
this approach is that the combination mechanism is itself characterised by a conceptual space. As a special case our frame-
work entails that concepts may be characterised as weighted sums of properties, a characterisation of concepts proposed 
in [19,51]. Hampton shows that a majority of his data may be explained by a simple multilinear regression, which can be 
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Figure: APD after 104 t.s. for pp 2 [0.45, 0.6]. A high prior probability of
asserting contraction hedges reduces min APD from 0.38 to 0.29. A high
prior probability of asserting expansion hedges reduces max APD from
0.85 to 0.73 at pp = 0.45.
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Figure: ALO after 104 t.s. for pp 2 [0.45, 0.6]. A high prior probability of
asserting contraction hedges reduces max ALO to 0.89 from 0.92.
Expansion hedges reduce min ALO from 0.1 to 0.02 at pp = 0.45.

Average pairwise distance (APD) and average label overlap (ALO) are both improved by the 
use of hedges.
L, & Lawry, J. (2013). The utility of hedged assertions in the emergence of shared categorical labels. AISB2013. 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1601.06755.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of property–concept combination.

Example 12 (Property–concept combination). Suppose R E D = L1, C AR = L2 ∧ L3 ∧ L4, where C AR =< (1, 1), H λ⃗C
, U (0, 1) >

with λ⃗C = (0.33, 0.33, 0.33) so that µC (Y⃗ ) = 0.33µL2 (Y2) + 0.33µL3 (Y3) + 0.33µL4 (Y4). We may combine θ = R E D ∧ C AR
in the space {0, 1}2 with prototype (1, 1), weight vector λ = (0.5, 0.5) and boundary distribution δ = U (0, 1). Then

µθ (Y⃗ ) = 0.5µR E D(Y⃗ ) + 0.5µC AR(Y⃗ )

= 0.5µL1(Y1) + 0.5(0.33µL2(Y2)) + 0.33µL3(Y3) + 0.33µL3(Y4))

= 0.5µL1(Y1) + 0.167µL2(Y2)) + 0.167µL3(Y3) + 0.167µL3(Y4)

Two objections might be made to this approach. Firstly, the combination could be of the form ‘apple green’, where the 
resulting concept should be a colour, rather than an apple. The combination mechanism given in the example would return 
a green apple, rather than a colour. Secondly, as described here, this approach does not take into account cases like ‘red 
wine’, where the meaning of ‘red’ has been changed by the concept it is attached to. To answer the first objection, note 
that the resulting concept from a combination like ‘apple green’, or ‘green apple’ is indicated by the part of speech that 
each word belongs to. In English, this is indicated by word order, so we know that in the first case the resulting concept 
should be a colour, and in the second case the resulting concept should be a fruit. In the combination of properties and 
concepts, the resulting concept will be the original concept modified in the specific domain to which the property applies. 
So, in the case of ‘green apple’, the resulting concept is an apple in which the colour domain has been modified. In the case 
of ‘apple green’, we would choose just the domains from ‘apple’ that are relevant to the domains of ‘green’, i.e. colour, and 
form the combination ‘apple green’ using the approach outlined in Example 12. This approach is similar to that outlined by 
Gärdenfors [19].

In the second objection, the property ‘red’ in the combination ‘red wine’ refers to a particular set of shades of red 
which are not at all prototypical. Gärdenfors [19] has again addressed this, using the idea of contrast classes, which map 
the whole domain onto a subset of the domain determined by the that class. So in the case of wine, there is a range of 
distinctive shades of wine. When the whole colour domain is mapped down to this range, the places that the ‘red’ and the 
‘white’ labels inhabited in the original labelling should now map onto the ‘red’ and the ‘white’ areas in the range of wine 
colours. Our approach is slightly different. As explained in the first objection, the concept ‘wine red’ can be obtained by 
forming a combination of ‘wine coloured’ and ‘red’. The ‘red’ in ‘red wine’ is then understood to be an instance of ‘wine 
red’, rather than every day ‘red’. Although this argument might appear to be circular, we argue that it is not, since the first 
time someone encounters the concept ‘red wine’, a mistake could be made about what colour the drink would be. Only 
after learning that the label ‘red’ in ‘red wine’ refers to the darkest colour of wine can they use it properly. This can be 
seen as an instance where the meaning of the term red, when applied to wine, is determined by convention rather than a 
systematic combination.

Furthermore, although when introducing this framework we have made a distinction between properties and concepts, 
this distinction is not really important in actually carrying out a combination. Increasingly complex concepts can be created 
and combined with other complex concepts or alternatively with simple properties utilising a single domain. The novelty of 
this approach is that the combination mechanism is itself characterised by a conceptual space. As a special case our frame-
work entails that concepts may be characterised as weighted sums of properties, a characterisation of concepts proposed 
in [19,51]. Hampton shows that a majority of his data may be explained by a simple multilinear regression, which can be 

L, & Lawry, J. (2016). Hierarchical conceptual spaces for concept combination. Artificial Intelligence
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5.3. CONVERGENCE OF WEIGHTS IN MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
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Figure 5.12: Final values of SD and mean l for a non-uniform distribution of elements in the
conceptual space: x1 ⇠ U[0, 1], x2 ⇠ U[0, 1] x3 ⇠ U[0.25, 0.75].

SD over time.
Behaviour of individual li over time (re-
sults from just one simulation).

Figure 5.13: SD and mean l over time for a non-uniform distribution of elements in the
conceptual space: x1 ⇠ U[0, 1], x2 ⇠ U[0.25, 0.75] x3 ⇠ U[0.25, 0.75].
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Combining multiple 
multidimensional labels

5.4. COMBINING MULTIDIMENSIONAL LABELS

5.4.1.3 Simulation Details

Agents have labels Li =< Pi, d, Exp(4) > for i = 1, ..., n, where d is Euclidean distance, to
describe points in the conceptual space W. We use the exponential distribution for d rather
than a uniform distribution, since with a uniform distribution there may be many points in
the space for which µLi(

~(x)) = µLj(
~(x)) = 0, which can result in renormalisation problems.

Using an exponential distribution avoids this problem for the most part; there is still a very
small probability that we choose a point for which µLi(

~(x)) = µLj(
~(x)), however this will

happen so rarely that we can simply skip these points. We will present two sets of results.
Simulations are run with 10 agents for 2, 000 timesteps with increment h = 10�3 unless
otherwise indicated. At each timestep, each agent talks to every other agent, in a randomised
order. Simulation results are averaged across 25 runs.

Parameters varied are the reliability of the agents and the placement of labels within the
conceptual space. In the first set of results, agents each have 4 labels which are placed so as to
have equal probability mass in W. The labels are as follows: L1 =< (1/3, 1/3), d, Exp(4) >,
L2 =< (1/3, 2/3), d, Exp(4) >, L3 =< (2/3, 1/3), d, Exp(4) >, L4 =< (2/3, 2/3), d, Exp(4) >.
In the second set of results, agents each have 4 labels with unequal probability mass in
W. The labels are as follows: L1 =< (0.2, 0.2), d, Exp(4) >, L2 =< (0.8, 0.2), d, Exp(4) >,
L3 =< (0.2, 0.5), d, Exp(4) >, L4 =< (0.8, 0.5), d, Exp(4) >. These labels are illustrated in
figure 5.18. Although these labels may not appear to be particularly unequal, we choose this
placement for explanatory clarity, in the discussion given in section 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.18: Equal and unequal placement of labels within the space W.
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multidimensional labels

5.4. COMBINING MULTIDIMENSIONAL LABELS

Mean values of l for differing reliability
w.

Standard deviation of l for differing relia-
bility w.

Figure 5.20: Final values of SD and mean l over time for evenly placed labels, for differing
reliability w.

SD over time.
Behaviour of individual li over time (re-
sults from just one simulation).

Figure 5.21: SD and mean l over time for unevenly placed labels.
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Fig. 8.6 Example of an execution process with parallel processing of multiple hypotheses.

robots. The third case, however, is further branched by filter-by-color, be-
cause the set block-set-5 bound to set-2 contains both yellow and red objects.
The first of these two hypotheses is then invalidated by unique-entity, because
entity-set-16 contains more than one object. A consistent solution is then found
with the node at the bottom right of Figure 8.6.

8.5 Conceptualization and Interpretation

We have seen how compositional semantics are represented and executed in IRL
and will now turn to the use of these mechanisms in communicative interactions,
i.e. how meanings are constructed and interpreted and how underspecified semantic
structures can be completed.

Other approaches

M. Spranger, S. Pauw, M. Loetzsch and L. Steels (2012). Open-Ended Procedural Semantics.
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Figure 2. The iterated learning model. The ith generation of the population consists of a single agent Ai who has
hypothesis Hi . Agent Ai is prompted with a set of meanings Mi . For each of these meanings the agent produces an
utterance using Hi . This yields a set of utterances Ui . Agent AiC1 observes Ui and forms a hypothesis HiC1 to explain
the set of observed utterances. This process of observation and hypothesis formation constitutes learning.

Figure 2. In this model the hypothesis Hi corresponds to the linguistic competence of
individual i, whereas the set of utterances Ui corresponds to the linguistic behavior of
individual i and the primary linguistic data for individual i C 1.

We make the simplifying idealization that cultural transmission is purely vertical—
there is no horizontal, intragenerational cultural transmission. This simpliécation has
several consequences. Firstly, we can treat the population at any given generation as
consisting of a single individual. Secondly, we can ignore the intragenerational com-
municative function of language. However, the iterated learning framework does not
rule out either intra-generational cultural transmission (see [16] for an iterated learning
model with both vertical and horizontal transmission, or [1] for an iterated learning
model where transmission is purely horizontal) or a focus on communicative function
(see [22] for an iterated learning model focusing on the evolution of optimal commu-
nication within a population).

In most implementations of the iterated learning model, utterances are treated as
meaning-signal pairs. This implies that meanings, as well as signals, are observable.
This is obviously an oversimpliécation of the task facing language learners, and should
be treated as shorthand for the process whereby learners infer the communicative
intentions of other individuals by observation of their behavior. Empirical evidence
suggests that language learners have a variety of strategies for performing this kind of
inference (see [2] for a review). We will assume for the moment that these strategies
are error-free, while noting that the consequences of weakening this assumption are a
current and interesting area of research (see, for example, [23, 20, 24]).

This simple model proves to be a powerful tool for investigating the cultural evolu-
tion of language. We have previously used the iterated learning model to explain the
emergence of particular word-order universals [12], the regularity-irregularity distinction
[13], and recursive syntax [14]; here we will focus on the evolution of compositional-
ity. The evolution of compositionality provides a test case to evaluate the suitability
of techniques from mathematics and artiécial life in general, and the iterated learning
model in particular, to tackling problems from linguistics.

4 The Cultural Evolution of Compositionality

We view language as a mapping between meanings and signals. A compositional lan-
guage is a mapping that preserves neighborhood relationships—neighbouring mean-
ings will share structure, and that shared structure in meaning space will map to shared
structure in the signal space. For example, the sentences John walked and Mary walked
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5. We will present results for the case where F D 3 and V D 5. This deénes a three-dimensional meaning
space. We highlight the meanings selected from that space with gray. Meaning space (a) is a low-density, unstructured
environment. (b) is a low-density, structured environment. (c) and (d) are unstructured and structured high-density
environments.

4.2.2 Environment Structure

In the mathematical model outlined above, the environment consisted of a set of objects
labeled with meanings drawn at random from the space of possible meanings. In the
computational model we can relax this assumption and investigate how nonrandom
assignment of meanings to objects affects linguistic evolution. As before, an environ-
ment consists of a set of objects labeled with meanings drawn from the meaning space
M. The number of objects in the environment gives the density of that environment—
environments with few objects will be termed low-density, whereas environments with
many objects will be termed high-density. When meanings are assigned to objects at
random, we will say the environment is unstructured. When meanings are assigned
to objects in such a way as to minimize the average inter-meaning Hamming distance,
we will say the environment is structured. Sample low- and high-density environments
are shown in Figure 5. Note the new usage of the term “structured”—whereas in the
mathematical model we were concerned with structure in the meaning space, given
by F and V , we are now concerned with the degree of structure in the environment.
Different levels of environment structure are possible within a meaning space of a
particular structure.

4.2.3 The Effect of Environment Structure and the Bottleneck

The network model of a language learner-producer is plugged into the iterated learning
framework. We will manipulate three factors—the presence or absence of a bottleneck,
the density of the environment, and the degree of structure in the environment.

Our measure of compositionality is simply the degree of correlation between the
distance between pairs of meanings and the distance between the corresponding pairs
of signals. In order to measure the compositionality of an agent’s language we érst
take all possible pairs of meanings from the environment, hmi ; mj 6Dii. We then énd
the signals these meanings map to in the agent’s language, hsi ; sj i. This yields a set of
meaning-meaning pairs, each of which is matched with a signal-signal pair. For each
of these pairs, the distance between the meanings mi and mj is taken as the Hamming
distance, and the distance between the signals si and sj is taken as the Levenstein (string
edit) distance.4 This gives a set of distance pairs, reèecting the distance between
all possible pairs of meanings and the distance between the corresponding pairs of
signals. A Pearson product-moment correlation is then run on this set, giving the
correlation between the meaning-meaning distances and the associated signal-signal
distances. This correlation is our measure of compositionality. Perfectly compositional
languages have a compositionality of 1, reèecting the fact that compositional languages

4 Levenstein distance is a measure of string similarity. It is deéned as the size of the smallest set of edits (replacements, deletions,
or insertions) that could transform one string to the other.
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Figure 3. Scaling relations: (a) scaling of the time where the total number
of words reaches a maximum (tmax) as well as of the convergence times (tconv)
with the population size N . Both curves exhibit a power law behaviour with
exponent 3/2. Statistical error bars are not visible on the scale of the graph. An
interesting feature emerges from the ratio between convergence and maximum
times, which exhibits a peculiar oscillating trend on the logarithmic scale (mainly
due to convergence times oscillations). (b) Scaling of the maximum number of
words that the system stores during its evolution with the population size N .
The curve exhibits a power law behaviour with exponent 3/2. Statistical error
bars are not visible on the scale of the graph. It must be noted that the values
represent the average peak height for each size N , and this value is larger than
the peak of the average curve. (c) Curves of the success rate S(t) are reported for
various system sizes. The time is rescaled as t → (t/tS(t)=0 .5 ) so the crossing of all
the lines at t/tS(t)=0 .5 = 1 is an artifact. The increase of the slope with system
size is evident, showing that the disorder/order transition becomes faster and
faster for large systems, when the dynamics is observed on the system timescale
N 3 / 2 . The form of the rescaling has been chosen in order to take into account the
deviations from the pure power law behaviour in the scaling of tconv, rescaling
each curve with a self-consistent quantity (tS(t)=0 .5 ). (d) Bottom right: success
rate S(t) for various system sizes. The curves collapse well after time rescaling
t → (t −tS(t)=0 .5 )/(t

2 / 3
S(t)=0 .5 )

5 / 4 , indicating that the characteristic time of the
disorder/order transition scales as N 5 / 4 .
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Figure 4: Target images and their associated messages from game A and game B.

game distractors balanced viewpoints lexicon size random train test topographic ⇢

A 20 No No 1068 5.0 93.7 93.6 0.13
B 2 No No 13 50.0 93.2 93.4 0.006
C 2 No Yes 8 50.0 86.0 85.7 0.07
D 2 Yes Yes 5 50.0 90.4 89.9 0.06

Table 3: Communicative success of agents playing different games. Columns random, train and
test report percentage accuracies. Column topographic ⇢ reports the topographic similarity between
the symbolic representation of scenes and the generated messages (p < 0.01, permutation test).

However, we find the emerged protocols to be very unstable and too grounded in the specific game
situation. Small modifications of the game setup, while having close to no negative impact on the
communicative performance, can radically alter the form, semantics and interpretability of the com-
munication protocol. In game B, performance remains at the same level (93.2%) as game A. How-
ever, we observe that the protocol consists of 13 unique messages which do not reflect the objects’
attributes (as indicated by the close to zero topographic similarity), thus making the messages harder
to interpret (see Figure 4 for randomly sampled examples). When we change the viewpoint of the
agents in game C, biasing them against communicating about absolute object location, the players
derive a compact communication protocol consisting of 8 unique messages that describe primarily
color. Finally, when color and shape are balanced, as in game D, we still observe a bias towards
describing the color of objects, with the five induced messages providing a perfect clustering of the
objects according to their colors.4

In an entangled world, agents do not possess a priori visual biases and knowledge of concepts.
Since objects can be conceptualized in indefinitely many ways, the type of information encoded in
the messages is tied to the environmental pressures; communication behaviour is a function of the
environment, which also dictates what data structures can emerge. The implication of this obser-
vation is that protocols essentially overfit to the particular game situation, to the degree that they
become specialized ad-hoc naming conventions.

Interestingly, the emergence of ad-hoc naming conventions has also been observed during human-
human interaction: when participants engage in some specific game situation (e.g., communicating
about abstract tangram shapes), they tend to form highly specialized naming conceptions (concep-

tual pacts) that allow them to communicate with maximum efficiency (Brennan & Clark, 1996).
While in this study we do not address the issue of how a stable and general language could emerge
in entangled worlds, we believe that to alleviate the formation of such ad-hoc communication pro-
tocols, it is essential to increase the complexity of the games as well as requiring transfer across a
variety of games.

4Overall, results with REINFORCE in these non-stationary multi-agent environments (where speakers and
listeners are learning at the same time from raw pixels) show instability, and (as expected) some of the experi-
mental runs did not converge. However, we observed that the stability of the nature of the protocol (rather than
its existence) is mostly influenced by the configuration of the game itself, i.e., how constrained the message
space is.

9

Lazaridou, A., Hermann, K. M., Tuyls, K., & Clark, S. (2018). Emergence of linguistic communication from 
referential games with symbolic and pixel input. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.03984.



Summary Part 1

• Shared meanings emerge from pairwise interaction in a 
community of symbol users.


• These meanings are grounded by their use.


• Meanings are compatible with forms of compositionality. 





How do concepts compose 
to form new ones?

When a male octopus spots a female, his normally grayish 
body suddenly becomes striped. He swims above the 
female and begins caressing her with seven of his arms.

 

Cherries jubilee on a white suit? Wine on an altar cloth? 
Apply club soda immediately. It works beautifully to remove 
the stains from fabrics.


Steven Pinker. The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language (Penguin Science) (pp. 1-2).



Concept combination is mediated 
by grammatical structure
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reduction rules of our compositional model. There is no reason
for such an operator to be a mixed state itself since there is no
constraint in our model that requires sentences to decompose
into a mixture of atomic concepts.

A. Non-commutativity and complete positivity
Coecke, Heunen and Kissinger [30] introduced the category

CP
⇤(C) of †-Frobenius algebras (with additional technical

conditions) and completely positive maps, over an arbitrary
†-compact category C, in order to study the interaction of
classical and quantum systems in a single categorical setting:
classical systems are precisely the commutative algebras and
completely positive maps are quantum channels, that is, phys-
ically realisable processes between systems. Interestingly, in
accordance with the content of the no-broadcasting theorem
for quantum systems the multiplication of a commutative
algebra is a completely positive morphism while the mul-
tiplication of a non-commutative algebra is not. It is clear
that the meaning composition of words in a sentence is only
commutative in exceptional cases. The non commutativity of
the grammatical structure reflects this. However, in earlier
methods of composition, this complexity was lost in translation
when passing to semantics.

With linguistic applications in mind, the CP
⇤ construction

suggests various ways of composing the meaning of words,
each corresponding to a specific Frobenius algebra operation.
Conceptually, this idea makes sense since a verb does not
compose with its subject in the same way that an adjective
composes with the noun phrase to which it applies. The various
ways of composing words may also offer a theoretical base
for the introduction of logic in distributional models of natural
language.

B. A purely quantum algebra
This is where the richness of D(C) reveals itself: algebras

in this category are more complex and, in particular, allow
us to study the action of non-commutative structures—a topic
of great interest to formal linguistics where the interaction of
words is highly non-commutative. Hereafter we introduce a
non-commutative †-Frobenius algebra that is not the doubled
image of any algebra in C.

Definition V.1. For every object A of D(C), the morphisms
of D(C), µ : A⌦D A ! A defined by the following diagram
in C:

= (1A ⌦ ✏A ⌦ 1A⇤) � (1A⌦A ⌦ �A,A⇤)7!

and ◆ : I ! A with the following definition in C:

7! = ⌘A⇤

are the multiplication and unit of a †-Frobenius algebra FD—
where � is the natural swap isomorphism in C.

Proof that the above construction is indeed a †-Frobenius
algebra can be found in [31]. The action of the Frobenius

multiplication µ on states I ! A of D(C) is particularly
interesting; in fact, it implements the composition of operators
of C, in D(C), as evidenced by the next diagram:

⇢1

7! = = p⇢1 � ⇢2q⇢1 ⇢2
⇢2

The meaning of the “trembling shadows...” sentence using
the algebra FD becomes:

W W W W W W W W W

7!

Trembling shadows play hide-and-seek

We will now briefly examine how composition with the new
algebra affects the flow of ambiguity in the simple case of an
ambiguous word to which we pass an unambiguous context.
Given a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace |wihw|
and a density operator ⇢, the composition |wihw|⇢ is a (not
necessarily orthogonal) projection. In a sense, the meaning
of the pure word determined that of the ambiguous word
as evidenced by the disconnected topology of the following
diagram:

N N

7!

pure ambiguous
context word

VI. ADDING LEXICAL ENTAILMENT

We now demonstrate the advantage of fact that the CPM-
construction is an abstract construction, and hence can be
applied to any suitable (i.e. living in a †-compact closed
category) model of word meaning.

Besides ambiguity, another feature of language which is
not captured by the distributional model is the fact that
the meaning of one word (= hypernym) generalises that of
another word (= hyponym). This points at a partial ordering of
word meanings. For example, ‘painter’ generalises ‘Brueghel’.
Density matrices can be endowed with a partial ordering which
could play that role, e.g. the Bayesian ordering [32]. This
raises the question of how to accommodate both features
together in a model of natural language meaning.

Since CPM(C) is always †-compact closed, a canonical
solution is obtained by iterating the CPM-construction:

f 7! 7! x⇤xx⇤x
k⇤k

Piedeleu, R., Kartsaklis, D., Coecke, B., & Sadrzadeh, M. (2015). Open System 
Categorical Quantum Semantics in Natural Language Processing. CALCO 2015
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Figure 2: A DS with Vector Space Semantics parse of ‘Mary likes John’.

DS requirements can now be treated as requirements for tensors of a particular order (e.g. ?W , ?W⊗S
as above). If we can give these suitable vector-space representations, we can then provide an analogue to
Hough and Purver (2012)’s incremental type inference procedure, allowing us to compile a partial tree to
specify its overall semantic representation (at its root node). One alternative would be to interpret them
as picking out an element which is neutral with regards to composition: the unit vector/tensor of the
space they annotate. A more informative alternative would be to interpret them as enumerating all the
possibilities for further development. This can be derived from all the word vector and phrase tensors
of the space under question — i.e. all the word and phrases whose vectors and tensors live in W and
in W ⊗ S in this case — by taking either the sum T+ or the direct sum T⊕ of these vectors/tensors.
Summing will give us one vector/tensor, accumulating the information encoded in the vectors/tensors of
each word/phrase; direct summing will give us a tuple, keeping this information separate from each other.
This gives us the equivalent of a sub-lattice of the record type lattices described in (Hough and Purver,
2017), with the appropriate underspecified record type as the top element, and the attendant advantages
for incremental probabilistic interpretation.

These alternatives all provide the desired compositionality, but differ in the semantic information they
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reduction rules of our compositional model. There is no reason
for such an operator to be a mixed state itself since there is no
constraint in our model that requires sentences to decompose
into a mixture of atomic concepts.

A. Non-commutativity and complete positivity
Coecke, Heunen and Kissinger [30] introduced the category

CP
⇤(C) of †-Frobenius algebras (with additional technical

conditions) and completely positive maps, over an arbitrary
†-compact category C, in order to study the interaction of
classical and quantum systems in a single categorical setting:
classical systems are precisely the commutative algebras and
completely positive maps are quantum channels, that is, phys-
ically realisable processes between systems. Interestingly, in
accordance with the content of the no-broadcasting theorem
for quantum systems the multiplication of a commutative
algebra is a completely positive morphism while the mul-
tiplication of a non-commutative algebra is not. It is clear
that the meaning composition of words in a sentence is only
commutative in exceptional cases. The non commutativity of
the grammatical structure reflects this. However, in earlier
methods of composition, this complexity was lost in translation
when passing to semantics.

With linguistic applications in mind, the CP
⇤ construction

suggests various ways of composing the meaning of words,
each corresponding to a specific Frobenius algebra operation.
Conceptually, this idea makes sense since a verb does not
compose with its subject in the same way that an adjective
composes with the noun phrase to which it applies. The various
ways of composing words may also offer a theoretical base
for the introduction of logic in distributional models of natural
language.

B. A purely quantum algebra
This is where the richness of D(C) reveals itself: algebras

in this category are more complex and, in particular, allow
us to study the action of non-commutative structures—a topic
of great interest to formal linguistics where the interaction of
words is highly non-commutative. Hereafter we introduce a
non-commutative †-Frobenius algebra that is not the doubled
image of any algebra in C.

Definition V.1. For every object A of D(C), the morphisms
of D(C), µ : A⌦D A ! A defined by the following diagram
in C:

= (1A ⌦ ✏A ⌦ 1A⇤) � (1A⌦A ⌦ �A,A⇤)7!

and ◆ : I ! A with the following definition in C:

7! = ⌘A⇤

are the multiplication and unit of a †-Frobenius algebra FD—
where � is the natural swap isomorphism in C.

Proof that the above construction is indeed a †-Frobenius
algebra can be found in [31]. The action of the Frobenius

multiplication µ on states I ! A of D(C) is particularly
interesting; in fact, it implements the composition of operators
of C, in D(C), as evidenced by the next diagram:

⇢1

7! = = p⇢1 � ⇢2q⇢1 ⇢2
⇢2

The meaning of the “trembling shadows...” sentence using
the algebra FD becomes:

W W W W W W W W W

7!

Trembling shadows play hide-and-seek

We will now briefly examine how composition with the new
algebra affects the flow of ambiguity in the simple case of an
ambiguous word to which we pass an unambiguous context.
Given a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace |wihw|
and a density operator ⇢, the composition |wihw|⇢ is a (not
necessarily orthogonal) projection. In a sense, the meaning
of the pure word determined that of the ambiguous word
as evidenced by the disconnected topology of the following
diagram:

N N

7!

pure ambiguous
context word

VI. ADDING LEXICAL ENTAILMENT

We now demonstrate the advantage of fact that the CPM-
construction is an abstract construction, and hence can be
applied to any suitable (i.e. living in a †-compact closed
category) model of word meaning.

Besides ambiguity, another feature of language which is
not captured by the distributional model is the fact that
the meaning of one word (= hypernym) generalises that of
another word (= hyponym). This points at a partial ordering of
word meanings. For example, ‘painter’ generalises ‘Brueghel’.
Density matrices can be endowed with a partial ordering which
could play that role, e.g. the Bayesian ordering [32]. This
raises the question of how to accommodate both features
together in a model of natural language meaning.

Since CPM(C) is always †-compact closed, a canonical
solution is obtained by iterating the CPM-construction:

f 7! 7! x⇤xx⇤x
k⇤k

Piedeleu, R., Kartsaklis, D., Coecke, B., & Sadrzadeh, M. (2015). Open System 
Categorical Quantum Semantics in Natural Language Processing. CALCO 2015

Sadrzadeh, M., Purver, M., Hough, J., & Kempson, R. 
(2018). Exploring Semantic Incrementality with Dynamic 
Syntax and Vector Space Semantics. arXiv preprint arXiv:
1811.00614.
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(1c) What constitutes a canonical sentence-type space in terms of the noun-type spaces.

The key idea to achieve (1a) is to not treat (all) word-meanings as static entities, like we did
in DisCoCat, but as dynamic ones (cf. (1b)), so that they can evolve in the light of what is
conveyed about that word within ‘evolving stories’. For example, using a movie analogy, we can
learn more about the main actors of the text, and/or these actors themselves can lear about
the rest of the world. Technically, rather than states, such actors will be represented by types.
Given a text, sentences then act on those types as I/O-processes, transforming some initial
state into a resulting one (cf. (1c)). As the passages:

• word-meanings: states 7! types

• sentence-meanings: states 7! I/O-processes

are a radical departure from the state-focussed DisCoCat program, a more appropriate name
is probably DisCoCirc (Circuit-shaped Compositional Distributional), with the understanding
that in any DisCoCirc(uit) there will be multiple participating DisCoCat(s):

So indeed, the gloves are o↵!
Other than that, all of the attractive features of DisCoCat, such as sentence-spaces indepen-

dent of the grammatical structure of the sentence, model-flexibility, the diagrammatic format
(cf. Sec. 3), are all retained within DisCoCirc (see Sec. 4.6). In fact, DisCoCat can be seen as
an instance of DisCoCirc.

Jim Lambek’s legacy. We already stressed our praise for Lambek in the title of this paper,
by slightly tweaking the title of Lambek’s seminal paper “The Mathematics of Sentence Struc-
ture”, in which the now widely agreed mathematics of grammar was established, called Lambek
grammar [40]. While this was done some 60 years ago, not much has changed and Lambek’s
story is pretty much what everyone agrees on today. Everyone? Well, Lambek himself certainly
did not. Some 20 years ago Lambek decided to ‘do a von Neumann’,1 and overwrote his own
theory with pregroup grammar [41,42]. Around 2004 I was giving a talk at the McGill category
Theory seminar which Lambek always attended. I gave a talk about our new diagrammatic

1von Neumann denounced his own quantum mechanical formalism merely three years after it was published
as a book [49].
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reduction rules of our compositional model. There is no reason
for such an operator to be a mixed state itself since there is no
constraint in our model that requires sentences to decompose
into a mixture of atomic concepts.

A. Non-commutativity and complete positivity
Coecke, Heunen and Kissinger [30] introduced the category

CP
⇤(C) of †-Frobenius algebras (with additional technical

conditions) and completely positive maps, over an arbitrary
†-compact category C, in order to study the interaction of
classical and quantum systems in a single categorical setting:
classical systems are precisely the commutative algebras and
completely positive maps are quantum channels, that is, phys-
ically realisable processes between systems. Interestingly, in
accordance with the content of the no-broadcasting theorem
for quantum systems the multiplication of a commutative
algebra is a completely positive morphism while the mul-
tiplication of a non-commutative algebra is not. It is clear
that the meaning composition of words in a sentence is only
commutative in exceptional cases. The non commutativity of
the grammatical structure reflects this. However, in earlier
methods of composition, this complexity was lost in translation
when passing to semantics.

With linguistic applications in mind, the CP
⇤ construction

suggests various ways of composing the meaning of words,
each corresponding to a specific Frobenius algebra operation.
Conceptually, this idea makes sense since a verb does not
compose with its subject in the same way that an adjective
composes with the noun phrase to which it applies. The various
ways of composing words may also offer a theoretical base
for the introduction of logic in distributional models of natural
language.

B. A purely quantum algebra
This is where the richness of D(C) reveals itself: algebras

in this category are more complex and, in particular, allow
us to study the action of non-commutative structures—a topic
of great interest to formal linguistics where the interaction of
words is highly non-commutative. Hereafter we introduce a
non-commutative †-Frobenius algebra that is not the doubled
image of any algebra in C.

Definition V.1. For every object A of D(C), the morphisms
of D(C), µ : A⌦D A ! A defined by the following diagram
in C:

= (1A ⌦ ✏A ⌦ 1A⇤) � (1A⌦A ⌦ �A,A⇤)7!

and ◆ : I ! A with the following definition in C:

7! = ⌘A⇤

are the multiplication and unit of a †-Frobenius algebra FD—
where � is the natural swap isomorphism in C.

Proof that the above construction is indeed a †-Frobenius
algebra can be found in [31]. The action of the Frobenius

multiplication µ on states I ! A of D(C) is particularly
interesting; in fact, it implements the composition of operators
of C, in D(C), as evidenced by the next diagram:

⇢1

7! = = p⇢1 � ⇢2q⇢1 ⇢2
⇢2

The meaning of the “trembling shadows...” sentence using
the algebra FD becomes:

W W W W W W W W W

7!

Trembling shadows play hide-and-seek

We will now briefly examine how composition with the new
algebra affects the flow of ambiguity in the simple case of an
ambiguous word to which we pass an unambiguous context.
Given a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace |wihw|
and a density operator ⇢, the composition |wihw|⇢ is a (not
necessarily orthogonal) projection. In a sense, the meaning
of the pure word determined that of the ambiguous word
as evidenced by the disconnected topology of the following
diagram:

N N

7!

pure ambiguous
context word

VI. ADDING LEXICAL ENTAILMENT

We now demonstrate the advantage of fact that the CPM-
construction is an abstract construction, and hence can be
applied to any suitable (i.e. living in a †-compact closed
category) model of word meaning.

Besides ambiguity, another feature of language which is
not captured by the distributional model is the fact that
the meaning of one word (= hypernym) generalises that of
another word (= hyponym). This points at a partial ordering of
word meanings. For example, ‘painter’ generalises ‘Brueghel’.
Density matrices can be endowed with a partial ordering which
could play that role, e.g. the Bayesian ordering [32]. This
raises the question of how to accommodate both features
together in a model of natural language meaning.

Since CPM(C) is always †-compact closed, a canonical
solution is obtained by iterating the CPM-construction:

f 7! 7! x⇤xx⇤x
k⇤k
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Many extensions
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Figure 2: A DS with Vector Space Semantics parse of ‘Mary likes John’.

DS requirements can now be treated as requirements for tensors of a particular order (e.g. ?W , ?W⊗S
as above). If we can give these suitable vector-space representations, we can then provide an analogue to
Hough and Purver (2012)’s incremental type inference procedure, allowing us to compile a partial tree to
specify its overall semantic representation (at its root node). One alternative would be to interpret them
as picking out an element which is neutral with regards to composition: the unit vector/tensor of the
space they annotate. A more informative alternative would be to interpret them as enumerating all the
possibilities for further development. This can be derived from all the word vector and phrase tensors
of the space under question — i.e. all the word and phrases whose vectors and tensors live in W and
in W ⊗ S in this case — by taking either the sum T+ or the direct sum T⊕ of these vectors/tensors.
Summing will give us one vector/tensor, accumulating the information encoded in the vectors/tensors of
each word/phrase; direct summing will give us a tuple, keeping this information separate from each other.
This gives us the equivalent of a sub-lattice of the record type lattices described in (Hough and Purver,
2017), with the appropriate underspecified record type as the top element, and the attendant advantages
for incremental probabilistic interpretation.

These alternatives all provide the desired compositionality, but differ in the semantic information they
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(1c) What constitutes a canonical sentence-type space in terms of the noun-type spaces.

The key idea to achieve (1a) is to not treat (all) word-meanings as static entities, like we did
in DisCoCat, but as dynamic ones (cf. (1b)), so that they can evolve in the light of what is
conveyed about that word within ‘evolving stories’. For example, using a movie analogy, we can
learn more about the main actors of the text, and/or these actors themselves can lear about
the rest of the world. Technically, rather than states, such actors will be represented by types.
Given a text, sentences then act on those types as I/O-processes, transforming some initial
state into a resulting one (cf. (1c)). As the passages:

• word-meanings: states 7! types

• sentence-meanings: states 7! I/O-processes

are a radical departure from the state-focussed DisCoCat program, a more appropriate name
is probably DisCoCirc (Circuit-shaped Compositional Distributional), with the understanding
that in any DisCoCirc(uit) there will be multiple participating DisCoCat(s):

So indeed, the gloves are o↵!
Other than that, all of the attractive features of DisCoCat, such as sentence-spaces indepen-

dent of the grammatical structure of the sentence, model-flexibility, the diagrammatic format
(cf. Sec. 3), are all retained within DisCoCirc (see Sec. 4.6). In fact, DisCoCat can be seen as
an instance of DisCoCirc.

Jim Lambek’s legacy. We already stressed our praise for Lambek in the title of this paper,
by slightly tweaking the title of Lambek’s seminal paper “The Mathematics of Sentence Struc-
ture”, in which the now widely agreed mathematics of grammar was established, called Lambek
grammar [40]. While this was done some 60 years ago, not much has changed and Lambek’s
story is pretty much what everyone agrees on today. Everyone? Well, Lambek himself certainly
did not. Some 20 years ago Lambek decided to ‘do a von Neumann’,1 and overwrote his own
theory with pregroup grammar [41,42]. Around 2004 I was giving a talk at the McGill category
Theory seminar which Lambek always attended. I gave a talk about our new diagrammatic

1von Neumann denounced his own quantum mechanical formalism merely three years after it was published
as a book [49].
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reduction rules of our compositional model. There is no reason
for such an operator to be a mixed state itself since there is no
constraint in our model that requires sentences to decompose
into a mixture of atomic concepts.

A. Non-commutativity and complete positivity
Coecke, Heunen and Kissinger [30] introduced the category

CP
⇤(C) of †-Frobenius algebras (with additional technical

conditions) and completely positive maps, over an arbitrary
†-compact category C, in order to study the interaction of
classical and quantum systems in a single categorical setting:
classical systems are precisely the commutative algebras and
completely positive maps are quantum channels, that is, phys-
ically realisable processes between systems. Interestingly, in
accordance with the content of the no-broadcasting theorem
for quantum systems the multiplication of a commutative
algebra is a completely positive morphism while the mul-
tiplication of a non-commutative algebra is not. It is clear
that the meaning composition of words in a sentence is only
commutative in exceptional cases. The non commutativity of
the grammatical structure reflects this. However, in earlier
methods of composition, this complexity was lost in translation
when passing to semantics.

With linguistic applications in mind, the CP
⇤ construction

suggests various ways of composing the meaning of words,
each corresponding to a specific Frobenius algebra operation.
Conceptually, this idea makes sense since a verb does not
compose with its subject in the same way that an adjective
composes with the noun phrase to which it applies. The various
ways of composing words may also offer a theoretical base
for the introduction of logic in distributional models of natural
language.

B. A purely quantum algebra
This is where the richness of D(C) reveals itself: algebras

in this category are more complex and, in particular, allow
us to study the action of non-commutative structures—a topic
of great interest to formal linguistics where the interaction of
words is highly non-commutative. Hereafter we introduce a
non-commutative †-Frobenius algebra that is not the doubled
image of any algebra in C.

Definition V.1. For every object A of D(C), the morphisms
of D(C), µ : A⌦D A ! A defined by the following diagram
in C:

= (1A ⌦ ✏A ⌦ 1A⇤) � (1A⌦A ⌦ �A,A⇤)7!

and ◆ : I ! A with the following definition in C:

7! = ⌘A⇤

are the multiplication and unit of a †-Frobenius algebra FD—
where � is the natural swap isomorphism in C.

Proof that the above construction is indeed a †-Frobenius
algebra can be found in [31]. The action of the Frobenius

multiplication µ on states I ! A of D(C) is particularly
interesting; in fact, it implements the composition of operators
of C, in D(C), as evidenced by the next diagram:

⇢1

7! = = p⇢1 � ⇢2q⇢1 ⇢2
⇢2

The meaning of the “trembling shadows...” sentence using
the algebra FD becomes:

W W W W W W W W W

7!

Trembling shadows play hide-and-seek

We will now briefly examine how composition with the new
algebra affects the flow of ambiguity in the simple case of an
ambiguous word to which we pass an unambiguous context.
Given a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace |wihw|
and a density operator ⇢, the composition |wihw|⇢ is a (not
necessarily orthogonal) projection. In a sense, the meaning
of the pure word determined that of the ambiguous word
as evidenced by the disconnected topology of the following
diagram:
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VI. ADDING LEXICAL ENTAILMENT

We now demonstrate the advantage of fact that the CPM-
construction is an abstract construction, and hence can be
applied to any suitable (i.e. living in a †-compact closed
category) model of word meaning.

Besides ambiguity, another feature of language which is
not captured by the distributional model is the fact that
the meaning of one word (= hypernym) generalises that of
another word (= hyponym). This points at a partial ordering of
word meanings. For example, ‘painter’ generalises ‘Brueghel’.
Density matrices can be endowed with a partial ordering which
could play that role, e.g. the Bayesian ordering [32]. This
raises the question of how to accommodate both features
together in a model of natural language meaning.

Since CPM(C) is always †-compact closed, a canonical
solution is obtained by iterating the CPM-construction:

f 7! 7! x⇤xx⇤x
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How about that fish?

assume that the extent to which an attribute is itself, for example, the extent to
which a vicious thing is vicious, is greater than the extent to which it is anything
else. Hence the diagonal is emphasised. Ideally, the verb ‘to be’ would interact
directly with the attribute space as does the relative pronoun, as this will form
a future line of enquiry. Now,

Table 3: Matrix of weights for the verb ‘to be’

cared-for vicious flu↵y scaly water house
cared-for 1 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.09
vicious 0.02 1 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.02
flu↵y 0.08 0.05 1 0 0 0.09
scaly 0.03 0.06 0 1 0.05 0.02
lives in the sea 0.02 0.05 0 0.05 1 0
lives in house 0.09 0.02 0.09 0.02 0 1

�������������!
pet which is a fish =

�!
pet� (is⇥

��!
fish) = [0.29, 0.18, 0.06, 0.22, 0.22, 0.35]>

and

�������������!
fish which is a pet =

��!
fish� (is⇥�!

pet) = [0.23, 0.24, 0, 0.27, 0.27, 0.32]>

The similarity of each of the vectors for ‘goldfish’, ‘cat’, and ‘shark’ to the con-
cepts ‘pet’, ‘fish’, ‘pet which is a fish’ and ‘fish which is a pet’ is given in table 4.
We see that the similarity of ‘goldfish’ to ‘pet which is a fish’ and ‘fish which is
a pet’ is higher than its similarity to either ‘pet’ or ‘fish’. In addition, similarity
of each animal to ‘pet which is a fish’ is not identical to its similarity to ‘fish
which is a pet’.

Table 4: Cosine similarity for relative pronoun model

goldfish cat shark
pet 0.7309 0.9816 0.1497
fish 0.5989 0.2500 0.9670
pet which is a fish 0.8999 0.7783 0.4467
fish which is a pet 0.8898 0.6540 0.5730

4 Modelling Attribute Combination

In Hampton [1987], Hampton collects data on the importance of attributes in
concepts and their combination. Concepts are considered in pairs that are related
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New features ‘emerge’ in the 
composition of concepts?

• What do you think?


• What about sentence meanings?



Summary Part 2

• Word representations are differentiated based on 
grammatical type.


• Functional words such as nouns, adjectives, and so on 
take nouns as inputs and give sentences or phrases as 
outputs.


• We simply specify the grammar, but learn word 
representations.
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